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SUMMARY
Closing the Landsburg Bridge for renovation in August 2019 significantly increased
congestion on SR 169 through Maple Valley, as bridge users shifted away from 276th
Avenue SE en route northward to Issaquah Hobart Road. The author independently
conducted traffic counts before and after the bridge closure, to trace the impacts of
closing the bridge. Opinions expressed here are also solely the author’s.
Closing the bridge was found to remove three-fourths of the traffic normally traveling
through rural Hobart and Ravensdale via the continuous route variously named as
Issaquah Hobart Road, 276th Avenue SE, Landsburg Road, Ravensdale Way, and
Ravensdale Black Diamond Road. Many of the trips diverted appear to come from areas
even south of Black Diamond, as far as Enumclaw. The remainder comes from the cities
of Black Diamond, Maple Valley, and parts of Covington. Destinations at the north end
of the corridor include Bellevue, Redmond, and Sammamish as well as Issaquah.
Although thought of as a rural road serving rural needs, this route nowadays serve more
regional-length trips than local trips. It appears that many of the regional through trips
would preferably use SR 169 through Maple Valley if that route were not so congested.
This brief study arose out of the author’s concern for the already deteriorating rural
area quality of life along the route through Hobart and Ravensdale. Traffic using that
route will no doubt further increase with future development activity because there are
no plans for systematic expansion of SR 169 through Maple Valley. But the study
findings uncovered a still greater problem: that the underlying regional growth issues
will affect many other roads in the area too. Growth targets set by the Puget Sound
Regional Council (PSRC) indicate upwards of 50% traffic growth in Southeast King
County due to rising population and jobs in cities by 2040 (PSRC, Vision 2040) and still
more by 2050 (PSRC, Vision 2050). The road capacity improvements currently funded or
even merely proposed in Southeast King County would provide far less new capacity
than needed to serve that amount of forecast traffic growth.
The implication is that current plans are not balanced and not viable in the long
run. Much work is needed to identify a balanced land use / transportation solution in
Southeast King County. Alternative strategies may include transit and other modal
alternatives to new roads, lifestyle changes perhaps linked to climate change, and
potentially reducing the land use growth targets as well if capacity increases cannot be
assured to serve such growth by any combination of roads, transit, etc.
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AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
Rarely is it possible to observe in real time the travel origins and destinations of the
users of any particular road. Such an opportunity presented itself this month when King
County closed the Landsburg Bridge for renovation from August 9 to September 1, 2019.
Many users of this bridge travel long distances between southeast King County
(specifically, Maple Valley to Enumclaw) and east King County (Bellevue, Redmond,
Sammamish, and Issaquah). The figure “Regional Context” delineates the routes the
author believes to be commonly traversed by various bridge users, based on 31 years
local residency, as well as 40+ years career experience in travel demand modeling,
traffic forecasting, and traffic impact analysis.
Regional planners understand the
congestion on the Issaquah-Hobart Road
as it relates to the I90/Front Street
interchange in Issaquah. The figure
“Regional Context” reveals however that
there is actually a continuous corridor
from Issaquah all the way to Enumclaw.
This is one reason that the Issaquah
Hobart Road attracts so many users.
Awareness of this long corridor may be
due in part to the variety of local names
for different segments of the route:
• Issaquah Hobart Road
• 276th Avenue SE
• Landsburg Road
• Ravensdale Way
• Ravensdale – Black Diamond
Road
Many of this corridor’s users come from
the Enumclaw area via SR 169 but others come from an easterly alternative route which
again has several segments:
• Retreat Kanasket Road
• Cumberland Kanasket Road
• Veazie Cumberland Road
• 284nd Avenue SE.
Closure of the Landsburg Bridge therefore affects traffic volumes on all routes shown, to
various degrees. Researching these origin-destination patterns is of interest for its
meaning to future transportation system planning in the southeast part of King County.
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The author undertook this study independently at his own initiative, but had limit
resources to make before/after traffic count observations. He therefore chose four
specific intersections where the diversion effects of the bridge closure would be most
obvious. This report is technically limited to that specific data, but provides a
foundation for some compelling insights about traffic patterns in the region and what
that implies about future traffic conditions throughout the southeast King County area.
With the Landsburg Bridge closed, north-south travelers had only one other place to
cross the Cedar River in this part of southeast King County – in Maple Valley via SR 169
or directly adjacent on SR 18. Therefore, the primary diversion route for bridge users
was through Black Diamond and Maple Valley on SR 169. Most of these would return to
the Issaquah Hobart Road corridor via SR 18, with a minority using Cedar Grove Road
much further north. Depending on ultimate destinations to the north, some could
continue on via SR 169 into Renton, using either 154nd Place SE or I 405 to proceed
northward to Bellevue.
Television news programs documented just such events the first week of the closure.
Unusually high congestion on SR 169 in Maple Valley was a puzzle to the TV traffic
reporters until local residents called in to report the closure of the Landsburg Bridge.

TRAFFIC COUNT PLAN
The figure “Traffic Count Plan” shows the primary diversion route known to be used by a
majority of the bridge users: through Maple via SR 169 and on SR 18 to Issaquah Hobart
Road. Other routes were no doubt used to lesser degrees, as noted above.
In order to understand the origindestination patterns of these users
better, four intersections were chosen
for counting traffic in morning and
afternoon peak hours, before and after
the closure began. These four
intersections are where the majority of
bridge users made decisions to change
direction and choose alternative paths
due to the bridge closure.
The four intersections are:
•

Issaquah Hobart Road at SR 18
interchange
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•
•
•

Ravensdale Black Diamond Rd at SR 169 in Black Diamond
Ravensdale Way (276th Ave SE) at Kent Kangley Road
Retreat Kanasket Road at Kent Kangley Road

Morning and afternoon peak hours were counted on four days of the week of August 5
(bridge open), and again four days of the week of August 12 (bridge closed), one day for
each intersection. The morning peak hour was uniformly counted from 7:00 to 8:00am,
and the afternoon peak hour was counted from 5:00 to 6:00pm.
In reality, a fairly broad time period of 2-3 hours has significant congestion, with small
variations from time to time within that period. Therefore, while the actual absolute
peak volumes may have occurred earlier or later than these time periods at some
locations, the counts at a uniform time period at all locations was preferred for this
study, to be able to trace movements from one intersection to the next with reasonable
consistency. The goal was to trace the amount of change, not the absolute volumes.
Turning movements at each intersection were counted by 15-minute intervals, and
added up for the full hour. The count data is available on request. For this report the
main objective was to identify the amounts and locations of trip diversions, so the only
volume data that is presented next is the net change in volumes through the
intersections counted, by subtracting the volumes with the bridge closed from the
volumes with the bridge open:
NET CHANGE = Volume with bridge closed MINUS Volume with bridge open
To further simplify the
presentation and focus on
key results, the directional
movements as counted are
presented here as the twoway total of both directions.
This is reasonable because
the pattern of diversions in
the northbound direction
would generally be the same
as for the diversions
occurring in the southbound
direction.
Although not reported in
detail, the observed
directional patterns were
quite typical of peak
commuter hours: roughly
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3/4 northbound in the morning and about 2/3 southbound in the afternoon.
Morning Peak Hour
The study results for the morning commute pattern are shown in the figure “Net Change
of 2-Way Volume, 7:00-8:00 AM”. The most significant finding of this study is that,
along Issaquah Hobart Road south of SR 18, the reduction of peak hour volumes with
the bridge closed was -370 trips, out of a prior total volume with the bridge open of 490
trips. This indicates that 76% of the current users of Issaquah Hobart Road immediately
south of SR 18 go all the way to the Landsburg Bridge and beyond into Maple Valley,
Ravensdale, Black Diamond, Enumclaw, and the rural area east of Ravensdale including
Kanasket, Palmer, and Cumberland. This is a useful finding to complement the results of
last year’s study of the I 90 / Front Street interchange in Issaquah. That study traced
users of that interchange south along Issaquah Hobart Road as far as SR 18, but not
beyond it. This study identifies how much farther south they went.
The net changes on other legs show the other ends of these 370 trips. As expected the
largest reduction is north of the SR 18 westbound ramp intersection, at -170, with
another reduction of -100 headed to I-90 via eastbound SR 18 over Tiger Mountain. A
net increase of 110 was recorded for the eastbound off-ramp from SR 18, representing
the primary diversion via Maple Valley. Note the close match of this volume to the +95
impact on SR 169 in Black Diamond. Other minor diversions in Maple Valley account for
the small difference between those two observations.
The south leg impact of -370 resolves into the north leg impact of -170 as follows: First
subtract the -100 headed eastward over Tiger Mountain, then add the +110 coming off
SR 18 from Maple Valley and turning northward. The final (-10) difference is
attributable to changes at the westbound on/off ramps at north of the freeway, which
were not counted.
Following the diversion impact southward along 276th Ave SE to the bridge, the same
diversion would be expected to occur on the south side of the bridge. However, only 270 was recorded where 276th Avenue SE (Landsburg Road) intersects with Kent Kangley
Road, beside the Ravensdale Market. The difference of -100 between these locations is
easily attributed to the Summit-Landsburg Road connecting the Four Corners area of
Maple Valley to 276th Avenue SE just south of the Landsburg Bridge. Since peak hour
volumes are typically 8% – 10% of daily volumes, the total daily volume on that road
counted in 2016 by King County as 1500 is roughly compatible with the observed -100
peak hour impact of the bridge closure.
The diversion effect splits at Kent Kangley Road in three directions. The largest portion,
-150, heads to/from the south on Ravensdale Way leading to Black Diamond. This
diversion compares to a pre-closure two-way volume of 175 on that road, meaning that
the through traffic amounts to 85% of the users of that road. The remaining volume is
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local traffic to a few dozen Ravensdale homes and some small businesses. Trucking
activity is also noteworthy in this area, where gravel pits and other resource extraction
activities are found.
About one-fifth of the diversion total from 276th Avenue SE is oriented to/from the west
along Kent-Kangley Road. This presumably represents local Ravensdale users of the
bridge. Another one-fifth is oriented to/from the east along Kent-Kangley Road. This
diversion was traced through to Retreat Kanasket Road, which leads through rural
residential and resource extraction areas southward to Cumberland and Enumclaw. It
connects to SR 410 in Enumclaw at the King County Fairgrounds. What portion of these
60 comes from the Kanasket and Cumberland areas and what portion originates as far
south as Enumclaw is not known.
In Black Diamond, at the south end of the Ravensdale Black Diamond Road, the -150
diversion from Ravensdale Way carries through primarily to SR 169 south to lower Black
Diamond and into the Enumclaw area. The north leg of SR 169 has a positive diversion
of +95 vehicles. This is the only logical diversion choice for most travelers in this area:
to head north along SR 169 until a path is available to return to Issaquah Hobart Road.
The east leg of the intersection, Ravensdale Black Diamond Road, has a net impact that
is both positive (to/from the north leg) and negative (to/from the south and west legs).
As a result this leg shows a different net volume than the -150 shown on Ravensdale
Way in Ravensdale. The southern portion of Ravensdale Black Diamond Road serves
both residential areas and resource extraction sites, so has a very mixed pattern of users
that is different from the pattern at the north end of this route in Ravensdale.
Afternoon Peak Hour
The study results for the afternoon commute pattern are shown in the figure “Net
Change of 2-Way Volume, 5:00-6:00 PM”. The patterns displayed are consistent mirrorimages of the patterns described for the morning peak hour.
At the north end of the study
corridor at SR 18, the count
plan was the opposite of the
morning count. The
unsignalized westbound
ramps intersection on the
north side of the freeway
was counted and the southside signalized intersection
with eastbound ramps was
not counted. The two sets of
data give complementary
results, after allowing for
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unknowns indicated by “?” in the figure.
Specifically, the westbound on-ramp was found to have a +170 impact which is a good
reflection of the +110 impact in the morning on the eastbound ramp. Here, the south
leg impact of -420 is recorded on the section of Issaquah-Hobart Road passing under SR
18. Since the net impact on the eastbound ramps is not known, the net result along
276th Avenue SE further south through Hobart is also not known.
Impacts further south in Ravensdale and Black Diamond are similar in net outcome to
the morning impacts, so will not be further discussed here.
Comparison to Historical Traffic Counts
Daily traffic volume counts for past years are available from King County’s website at
http://gismaps.kingcounty.gov/TrafficCounts/. King County also provided hourly and daily counts
taken during the first week of the bridge closure for two of the locations in this study.
The peak hour volumes reported by King county compared closely to the volumes
recorded by this author in that same week, but on different days. King County intends
to re-count these locations with the bridge re-opened in the near future, after traffic
patterns have stabilized.
The hourly data provided by King County (with the bridge closed) was useful to
determine the ratio of peak hour volumes to daily volumes at these locations, and to
use that ratio to estimate current daily volumes applicable (with the bridge open) from
the peak hour counts observed by this author. The estimated 2019 volumes so
estimated are seen in Table 1 to be larger than historical 2016 volumes, and continuing
the trend of relative strong traffic growth since 2014. This steady growth trend is
apparently due to a growing number of long-distance through trips using this corridor,
since land development per se in this rural corridor is quite low.
TABLE 1. COMPARISON TO HISTORICAL TRAFFIC COUNTS (Bridge Open)
2014
Daily

2016
Daily

est Daily

2019
PMPkHr

PM:Daily

Location
Kent Kangley Road e/o 276th Ave SE

6200

6300

7600

605

.08

276th Ave SE n/o Kent Kangley Road

3800

4200

5600

450

.08

Ravensdale Way s/o Kent Kangley Road

2100

2600

3500

277

.08

Retreat Kanasket Rd s/o Kent Kangley Road

2700

3400

4100

325

.08

10900

12800

13900

1250

.09

Issaquah Hobart Road n/o SR 18

2019

Ratio

Notes:
2014 and 2016 daily volumes are from King County website
Issaquah Hobart Road counts are for 2015 and 2017
2019 Daily volumes estimated from PM Pk Hr counts using PM:Daily Ratio from King County hourly counts with bridge closed
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INTERPRETATION
The following discussion represents the opinions of the author. The questions raised
merit further consideration in a more detailed and comprehensive planning study of the
southeast King County area.
Building upon the traffic forecasts that can come from a traffic model such as the PSRC
“4k” model, attention should be given not only to identifying future needs on major
regional arterials, but also to identifying balanced solutions for the problem of city-tocity traffic flowing through rural areas
so as to minimize adverse impacts on
the rural areas. Both needs are regional
policy priorities.
One key finding stands out from the
traffic data obtained this month: the
majority of users of the Landsburg
Bridge and of the linear north-south
corridor that includes it are longdistance trips, particularly commuters in
peak hours.
The origins and destinations to the
south are partially within the
Ravensdale area but predominantly
from the area encompassing Black
Diamond and Enumclaw. The origins
and destinations to the north are
believed to be more in Bellevue and
Redmond than in Issaquah, based on
recent studies of the I 90 / Front Street
interchange for Issaquah and WSDOT
which found many trips entering
Issaquah go through that city to reach
ultimate destinations elsewhere.
Ideally some of that traffic would use SR
169 and I 405 into Bellevue, were it not
for such extreme congestion on those
other routes.
Numerically, 76% of the traffic on 276th
Avenue SE in Hobart was removed
when the bridge was closed for repairs.
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Three fourths of that diversion, or 57% of the total traffic in Hobart, was associated with
areas south of Kent Kangley Road, i.e., Black Diamond and Enumclaw.
Similarly, 85% of traffic on Ravensdale Way at Kent Kangley Road was diverted. On
Retreat Kanasket Road, the reduction was only 33% because there is more local traffic
generation on that road than on 276th Avenue SE in Ravensdale and in Hobart.
Most of the traffic so diverted appeared as increases on SR 169 in Maple Valley, and on
SR 18 between Maple Valley and Hobart. Some diverted traffic went to other routes
that were not counted, most probably Cedar Grove Road further north along SR 169. A
few users from the area west of SR 169, including parts of Black Diamond, Maple Valley,
and the Lake Sawyer area, may have switched to other more westerly routes. Some
trips may also have been cancelled in the absence of convenient alternatives. Taking
those factors into consideration, the difference between trips removed from 276th
Avenue SE and trips added to SR 169 is reasonable.
The diverted traffic primarily consists of through trips between cities, using a rural road
not built for such volumes nor compatible with the adjacent rural environment. Ideally,
those traffic volumes would be served on a regional facility such as SR 169, rather than
intrude upon the rural environment. Indeed, this summer’s online survey of area
residents conducted by the Greater Maple Valley Unincorporated Area Council evoked a
large number of comments lamenting the loss of rural quality of life due to such city-tocity through traffic. King County’s traffic count records available through their website
indicate steady growth of traffic volumes throughout the study corridor although rural
development activity in the area has been minimal.
Why are increasing amounts of through traffic using 276th Avenue SE and Issaquah
Hobart Road rather than SR 169 and SR 18? The answer is simple: congestion on SR 169
through Maple Valley. Affected travelers are finding an alternative route around that
congestion via the Landsburg Bridge. West of SR 169 other options exist such as Lake
Sawyer Road south of Kent Kangley Road, and Wax Road / 196th Avenue SE north of
Kent Kangley Road. But those alternatives are not helpful to travelers from the area
generally south of and east of Black Diamond.
The current WSDOT construction project in Maple Valley adds a northbound lane
approaching the Witte Road intersection from the south. This will improve the
operation of the Witte Road intersection and reduce congestion locally, but does little
from the regional perspective to enhance the SR 169 corridor overall. Nevertheless, it
is likely that a few current users of the Landsburg Bridge will find SR 169 a better path
for their specific origin-destination purposes once that highway project is completed.
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FUTURE CONCERNS
The diversion effect of closing the Landsburg Bridge is an indicator for future traffic
growth in the Issaquah-Hobart-Ravensdale-Black Diamond-Enumclaw corridor. As
traffic in the area grows, this corridor will attract a disproportionately higher share of
new north-south trips if capacity on SR 169 remains the same. A look at regional growth
forecasts suggests the magnitude of such diversions may be rather large.
Demographic Growth Forecasts
The region as a whole is rapidly growing. The Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) is
forecasting a population increase of 1.8 million persons between 2017 and 2050 for the
four-county region. A small portion of this growth is allocated to southeast King County.
The PSRC allocation considers that Washington’s Growth Management Act confines
most growth to within the established cities. Preservation of rural areas is a stated goal
of that Act and the policies of PSRC and its member counties including King County.
Some growth on rural lands is permitted by local zoning codes; e.g., short plats and infill
on vacant lots. But the lion’s share of traffic growth on rural routes will come from
increased city-to-city travel through those rural areas due to growth in the cities of
southeast King County: Maple Valley, Covington, Black Diamond, and Enumclaw. Under
growth management, these cities will receive city-sized shares of the region’s growth.
Table 2 gives the current demographics (2015) and future targets (2040) for each part of
the Issaquah to Black Diamond Corridor, from PSRC’s Vision 2040 plan.
TABLE 2 DEMOGRAPHIC
GROWTH TARGETS
Issaquah
+ more*

Maple Valley
Black Diamond
E. Covington
+ more*

Mirrormont,
Hobart,
Maple Heights,
Ravensdale

FAZ’s (see map)
4300, 4605, 4607
3310, 3320
3330, 4230
2015 Households
23,900
17,100
7900
2015 Jobs
34,100
8,200
3900
2040 Households
30,500
22,400
9700
2040 Jobs
57,400
12,900
4100
*PSRC’s FAZ boundaries refer to census tracts, not city boundaries, so each “city” area includes
some adjacent unincorporated area too.
Source: PSRC VISION 2040
Note: planning for Vision 2050 is now underway and will increase the forecasts.

Some technical clarifications: This data is based on PSRC’s aggregations of census tracts
into FAZ’s (Forecast Analysis Zones). FAZ’s are used for forecasting the impacts of land
development activity in the aggregate. For traffic modeling the FAZ’s are further
subdivided into smaller Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ’s) to increase the local precision of
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traffic volumes on specific roads. Note however that FAZ’s are based on census tracts
and not political boundaries. Thus the FAZ’s mentioned in Tables 2 and 3 unavoidably
include some unincorporated area around the cities named.
Three caveats apply. All would increase the measures of future growth in the areas
south of the Landsburg Bridge.
First, the Enumclaw area was not included in this table, which was assembled a year
earlier. The importance to the study corridor of areas south of the Green River was not
then anticipated. Adding FAZ’s covering the Enumclaw area would further increase the
growth forecasts in the above table.
Second, this information from PSRC does not include most of the growth in Black
Diamond related to two proposed Master Planned Developments. Those developments
are included in Black Diamond’s comprehensive plan with about 6,000 dwelling units.
However, that number far exceeds the growth target assigned to Black Diamond by
PSRC. That unresolved difference has major implications for the efficacy of regional
planning throughout the area of southeast King County. Negotiations are ongoing.
Third, the tables were based on PSRC’s Vision 2040. Planning is underway for Vision
2050 which will add another decade’s growth to this area, at approximately the same
rate per year as is presently occuring.
Traffic Growth Forecasts
A regional planning study would use a traffic forecasting model such as PSRC’s 4k model
to provide detailed forecasts on every route in the area. Such traffic forecasts are
derived by a process that begins with land use (households and jobs) targets for each
FAZ which is then subdivided to the TAZ level, then calculates trip generation for each
TAZ from land use, then distributes those trips to origins and destinations, and finally
assigns trips to paths through the road network taking into account the capacity and
speed information about each road in the system. Traffic models are enormously
complicated but are foundational to comprehensive transportation planning.
Without direct access to a traffic model, the author instead devised a rough indicator of
likely outcomes at a summary level, using the simple sum of households and jobs for
each FAZ. These land use units are the basic measures input to the traffic model’s trip
generation module. Therefore the growth of households plus jobs from 2015 to 2040
will roughly indicate the growth of trip generation in the traffic model based on those
demographics between those same years. This result applies to an area, not to a road.
Specific roads will receive different proportions of this growth, for various reasons.
Table 3 gives the results for this traffic growth indicator, for the three main segments of
the Issaquah to Black Diamond Corridor. Again, these results address the amount of trip
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generation to be expected in each large area, not the traffic volumes on roads per se.
These results are summarized as well in the figure “2015-2040 Growth Indicators” which
depicts the geographic areas covered by the FAZ’s comprising each segment.
While traffic generated in the rural middle of the Issaquah to Black Diamond Corridor is
forecast to increase only 17% over 25 years, the city segments to the north and south
will generate traffic increases of from 40% (southern cities) to 52% (Issaquah).
TABLE 3. COMPOSITE TRAFFIC
GROWTH INDICATOR
Issaquah
+ more

Maple Valley
Black Diamond
E. Covington
+ more

Mirrormont,
Hobart,
Maple Heights,
Ravensdale

FAZ’s (see map)
2015 Households + Jobs

4300, 4605, 4607
58,000

3310, 3320
25,300

3330, 4230
11,800

2040 Households + Jobs

87,900

35,400

13,800

52%

40%

17%

2015 to 2040 Percent Increase

If the proposed Master Planned Developments
in Black Diamond were added to the South
Cities group, that area’s growth indicator
would rise from 40% to 56%.
The overall prospect for 2040 growth of travel
demand in the Issaquah to Black Diamond
Corridor may be taken as comparable to the
40% to 52% growth ratios for the two areas at
the north and south ends of the corridor. This
level of growth over 25 years is roughly
equivalent to 2% per year, which is typical of
regionwide travel growth in recent decades.
This growth will utilize both Issaquah Hobart
Road and SR 18 to reach I 90, in proportion to
the capacity afforded by each route in 2040.
South of SR 18, both SR 169 and 276th Avenue
SE will be used, again in proportion to the
capacity available on each route.
Implications for Future Planning
Ideally, a “plan” identifies the future situation taking all factors into account then
provides an optimum solution. existing plans of the several cities, King County, WSDOT,
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and PSRC do not mesh well together; therefore, much work appears to be needed to
achieve that ideal outcome for the Southeast King County area. One problem is the
“silo” effect where each jurisdiction’s attention stops at its boundaries. Another is that
many regional and local policy goals are at work, with various degrees of conflict
between them.
Some questions to resolve include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

How will future growth of city-to-city traffic in the arterial route through rural
Hobart and Ravensdale affect the rural quality of life along that corridor?
How can such impacts be mitigated?
How much capacity can be added to SR 169 through Maple Valley?
How much relief can realistically be obtained by alternative modes (transit,
rideshare, bicycles, etc.). What actions would be required to get that relief, at
what cost?
How will emerging issues like climate change alter these decisions?
How will these needs be financed?
Will traffic conditions deteriorate below some tolerance level such that even
planned developments become questionable in the marketplace due to
mounting congestion?
Are there other options?
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